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All together!
From 27 November to 1 December 2017, the partners of the project Shared Responsibility met in Den Haag for the third meeting of the project. This meeting was a special occasion because project managers were together with trainers; 3 people from
Spain, 3 people from Germany and many Italian and Dutch trainers.
After some time to get to know each other, sharing expectations and hopes for the training and the project, this amazing
group discussed about how to use badge wallet, how to train other trainers and how to support Neets with badges for validation and recognition of non formal learning.

Starting point... PILOT
The powerful team - trainers and project managers together- had great
time: food, culture, visit of different
cities, meeting young people of several
projects in youth centres and of course
falling in love with BADGES!
A great moment was the brainstorming about the Pilot...how to organise
activities for 25 Neets in each country
after the meeting for testing the system of badges, how to train other trainers and how to
validate and recognise soft skills for Neets with skills assessment tools.
On the last day all partners spent some time in the morning talking about the follow up of
the project; how many possibilities there are for working together again in new projects! The
hopes and expectations of the project managers and of all the participant have been fulfilled,
but even more: everyone at the end of the week was filled with enthusiasm and with positive
energy for the beginning of the badge experimentations in their different countries. If someone at the beginning had some doubts or feared that the week could not have a successful impact, all these uncertainties have been replaced with satisfaction and gratification
and everyone is now looking forward to begin the training working with badges and experimenting them with Neets.
In the picture all the project team, with
trainers and young people from Studio Mojo a 'self-financed social enterprise' located
in Leiden that was an amazing surprise with
all the art installations, musical instruments
handmade by local artists and craftsmen
and spaces for reflecting about yourself or
expressing your feelings and emotions.
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